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MIF Filter for Adobe InDesign
MIF Filter plug-in is the right choice for migration from Adobe FrameMaker.  To find out why, take a look 
at the following 5 reasons why to use MIF Filter for importing FrameMaker documents in InDesign:

High fidelity conversion
MIF Filter precision is beyond the capabilities of average designer.  It would take hours of work, 
before the redesign result  would match the conversion and such redesign has to be made by an 
operator experienced with both applications. MIF Filter also allows to import cross-references and 

more supporting InDesign plug-ins for FrameMaker specific features will follow.

Different migration strategies for your business case
MIF Filter can be like the best designer, experienced with both InDesign and FrameMaker, who is 
always around in your office, but is only paid when there’s work for him - pay as you go strategy for 
better cost control of your migration. The same plug-in can replace hundreds of designers rushing 

to migrate your entire document base. What was a task for months can be done within hours.

Seconds instead of days
Even the most complicated of FrameMaker documents are converted within a few seconds. Redesign 
of such documents would take days. Estimates of the re-design work are hard to make and even harder 
to fulfill.  Redesign usually means outsourcing, risking of confidential data, endless planning and diffi-

cult QC. MIF Filter process is faster, cheaper and safer - your data will never have to leave your company.

Cents instead of Dollars
Using MIF Filter means having a complete control of migration costs which will never exceed a few 
cents per page. Manual re-design of the documents you will not only pay $20 per hour * of designers 
work. Even the easiest layout can not be redesigned for less than the price of MIF Filter conversion. 

With the coupons starting as low as $ 45 you can have virtually instant return on your investment.

Software improvement instead of disclaimers
Conversion filters between two layout applications usually have a disclaimer -  “some manual adjust-
ment needed after conversion”.   We know your time is too valuable to spend on fixing minor errors in 
the documents. Send us the concerned document and we will start improvement work right away. 
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*Graphic designer average hourly wage was $21.19 in 2001, according to Occupational Employment Survey of Employers by EDD/LMID. 
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